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House update week

          Pupil
Zeng, Yan Lin (Linda)
Pang, Jia Ying (Kathy)
Armitage, Noah Godwin
Hwang, Hosung
Wong, Hin Ting (Henry)
Benachio da Rosa, Marcelo 
Lee, Jeong Jae (Joel )
Kim, Hye Ri (Hailey)
Lee, Da Hyun (Rosie)
Wong, Hei Lui (Helen)
Ji, Da Han (David)
Cuthbert, Leon
Lee, Jae Seong (Tommy)
Lee, Hyung In (Harry)
Harper, Liana Meilie
Lee, Jiatai (Nicholas)
Zheng, Cai Yue (Pachatana)
Song, MinJu
Jo, Minhyeok (David)
Tian, Wen Wen (Megan)
Lee, Jang Hyeok (Jake)
Liu, Hao Yuan (Jeremy)
Chan, Leong Yin (Gary)
Zhang, Si Ying (Irene)
Lor, Yuen Ching (Katrina)
Xu, Pei Jie (Peter)
Wu, Kun Huan (Ke�)
Yuan, He Lan (Doris)
Li, Wen Tian (Leon)
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Fire House Bell Music Playlist

1. This is me – Greatest Showman
2. Simon dominic
3. Dance the night away - Twice
4. In my feelings - Drake
5. Shiver – Maroon 5
6. I'm not her – Clara Mae
7. Comfortable (Simon dominic)
8. Smoke and Fire – Sabrina Carpenter
9. Lonely Together – Aviici ft Rita Ora
10. Boys – Charli XCX

Water Wind Earth Fire

10
12

18
12

Highest merit point achievers

Minute to win it: Guess a
minute results

I have been in Utahloy for 9 years, and I really see how the school is 
improving throughout these 9 years. The benefit to be in a school for long 
term is that; you get to see how a community changes in each year, di�erent 
teachers have di�erent ways of teaching, normally you also get to know all 
your school mates(not only class mates because it depends on the size of 
our school). It's not only the community that is improving, you can make 
e�ort on developing the weakness you realize by the end of the year or 
term, therefore to do something and make further process in the next year.  
If I had any di�culties with not only studying, even daily life issues the 
school teachers are kind to give suggestions and support.  This is a very 
good environment to learn and study in, people around me really gave me 
so much supports that a normal school would. I really like to fact that in this 
school we are not forced to study hard, it is more about our 
self-management. "You don't learn for your parents, you learn for yourself" 
I've been listening to this quote since I started secondary. Utahloy 
encourage students to enjoy learning, when you start to learn because of 
your own interest,  you make much more progress than from any others 
forcing you. Maybe sometimes people struggle with subjects they find more 
di�culties in, but improvement prove everything. I'm really thankful to be in 
a school like Utahloy. 

FOCUS
 Reflection on being a long

termstudent 

Learner profile of the month 

– Thinker

Meditation time this week: Guided meditation for a relaxed body & Relaxed mind

Technology Tuesday and Thursday
lunch time 1:25-1:45

This rotation is Drone flying with Laurence
and Game creation with Ke�


